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Greetings Fellow Campaigners! Lots of you have been calling and so we know you are all very anxious to know how the Supreme Court case R V Jogee went, which included JENGbA’s intervention. Our legal team from Doughty Street and lawyer Simon Natas (instructed because of brilliant CrowdJustice we managed to raise funds so we did not have to rely on their assistance pro bono) were not given permission to give oral evidence. JENGbA’s written submission is truly at the heart of what the campaign is fighting for; overcriminalising secondary parties and we have to praise Tim Maloney and Jude Bunting (Doughty Street) and Simon Natas (ITN Solicitors) for putting YOU first and foremost in their legal arguments. This was something that was absolutely lacking in the hearing itself which was over 3 days. It was incredible legal semantics from the Crown that seemed to forget people’s lives were being discussed. At one point in a discussion about how the Juries are supposed to understand the complexities of joint enterprise charging the Crown said that they always advise the Jury to use their common sense. Lady Hales’ response was “One man’s common sense could be the next man’s total idiocy!” Lee Pascal who was in court summed it up brilliantly:



December 2015



So it was great to see such a large JENGbA supporter’s turnout for the hearing. All of us have gained our understanding of so-called complex legal issues via our fight for justice for our loved ones – and every single one of us understood Lee’s sentiment; stop trying to make out we are stupid. You don’t get a court room rammed to the outside space, full of ‘murderers’ mothers, sisters, aunties, cousins, dads, uncles and children! It just wouldn’t happen. If they were murderers every single last one of us would accept they have committed the most heinous crime possible and should be in prison. One of our prisoner’s sons was in court every day with his grandad. I asked him what he thought of proceedings. This lovely young lad said he could understand the points being raised by the Crown but they didn’t really make any sense! Out of the mouths of babes indeed.



So as expected the Supreme Court has reserved judgement – which means we have to wait to see what they decide. All we can say is that Felicity Gerry did her upmost and I think Ameen should be very proud of her representation, she called joint enterprise a ‘Dog’s Breakfast’ and she is right; it is a nonsense. The crown spend a whole afternoon talking about the precedents from cases involving poaching!! How is poaching "On Wednesday I attended the relevant to the 21st Century? Oh wait maybe Supreme Court to observe the hanit is. The upper classes who didn’t like dling of the cases enclosed with this starving peasants on their land trying to letter. Talk about arguing about steal food and so they could be shot by the JENGbA campaigners outside Supreme court how many angels can fit on the head game keeper. Seriously, when a phone call, a of a pin! The whole proceedings YouTube video where someone in the background can be linked to consisted of the lawyers discussing the minutiae of terms and assumpprincipal, when a witness is paid by the police to give evidence, when a tions about intent. Terms such as ‘parasitic accessory liability’, ‘shared blind 15 year old child who did not touch the victim is giving a life senobjective’, ‘presumed intention’ (understood without intention), tence using joint enterprise, then you get a campaign like JENGbA’s! ‘common purpose relying on agreement, tacit or otherwise’, ‘intention to Not made up of ‘murderer’s families’. Know, like Maureen’s son, right assist’, ‘reluctant agreement’, ‘likelihood to commit’, ‘contemplation of from wrong, justice from injustice.



the commission of the crime’, ‘contemplation or foresight of the crime’, and then there were the discussions of the distinctions between ‘common purpose and common intention’, ‘joint venture and joint enterprise’, joint plan and joint intent’, and the CPS use of the terms ‘possibility’ and ‘inference could be drawn’ really made a joke of the trial. The most useful phrase used by the defence appeared to me to be ‘criminal liability lies in participation’. Through the whole session, I wanted to stand up and shout, “For god’s sake, skip the jargon and cut



through to the unfairness of the law on joint enterprise and deal with the stupidity of convicting people who did not commit the crime!”



If you do write to your MP make it personal and talk about Prison life – exploitation. A prisoner in HMP Dovegate called today – G4S pay 86p to prisoners for a work session lasting 4 hours! Seriously you have to tell MP’s that!! Gloria Morrison your erstwhile campaign co-ordinator wishing you all a crappy Christmas but hopefully (God willing/Insha Allah) a 2016 that restores Justice in the UK!



Reflections on Joint Enterprise, UKSC and Human Rights Day As I write this it is Human Rights Day, what better time to put out the latest blog from JENGbA. It is also a good time to remind all of our supporters and those interested in our campaign that this summer JENGbA was shortlisted for a Liberty Human Rights award. Much of the recent dialogue surrounding the abuse of the Joint Enterprise doctrine has come about because of the JENGbA family. The public are becoming very much aware of this legal principle and who it affects. This is not because of the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), the Government, or the Police, but because innocent victims abused by this ruthless common law finally have the courage to speak out. So to be shortlisted for a Liberty Human Rights award was fantastic recognition for each and everyone of us who are fighting the daily battle for justice. The media can dress up Joint Enterprise as much as they like, but nothing will make a person who did not murder anyone a murderer. Nothing a judge writes in his sentencing report will ever justify convicting someone who did not murder anyone to a life sentence for murder. You can imagine how encouraging it was to see the media interest in one of our joint enterprise cases at the Supreme Court in October and how balanced and responsible these articles were. That didn’t happen on its own either. Many families informed their local media and JENGbA put out a national press release. Journalists are not lawyers, they just like a good story for their audience. Crime, punishment and the struggle of injustice have always been fascinating subjects to the British public and I don’t think there is another campaign in this country better placed than JENGbA to talk about all three. I tell anyone who will listen that Joint enterprise is a human rights abuse and not difficult to understand, it’s quite simple; as I have already said people who have not murdered anyone are NOT murderers. People who have not drawn up a plan to go out and murder someone are NOT murderers. A spontaneous act of street violence cannot be likened to a planned armed bank robbery where someone is shot dead. A 200 year old cart race gone wrong or poaching in the 17th Century will never make our modern day convictions plausible. I explain that understanding the errors of the past can point to how we reached the dreadful position we are in today. But I also explain its time to stop lingering on a past that is now irrelevant to today’s society. There are men, women and even children serving life sentences for crimes they did not commit, so let’s not ponder too long. Derek Bentley and Philip English spring to my mind as being more relevant to today’s society yet it seems they have conveniently been forgotten by prosecutors over the last two decades. Both were convicted of joint enterprise murder in the full knowledge of who the perpetrator was, both after many years were eventually acquitted, unfortunately nineteen year old Bentley was hung so it was too late for him.



When I think about these cases and I think about how today’s Prosecutors will still stop at nothing to gain a conviction, I want to grab hold of them and shake some sense in to their arrogant heads; I want to tell them they can take yesterday’s left over cottage pie and cover it in as much jam and cream as they like, but it will NEVER be a cake. If you look at the prosecution guidance compiled by the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) in 2012 you can see this sugar coating clearly exists. At no point in these guidelines is the need for solid evidence to back up a Prosecution argument encouraged. There is no emphasis for less speculation of possible foresight and opinion to what that foresight may be. Nor is there emphasis to place more weight on the need to raise the evidential bar or robust examination of ALL witness statements. The prosecution guidelines should be titled ‘How to gain a conviction with little or no evidence.’ For me lack of evidence means a very strong possibility of innocence as JENGbA have been arguing it means you are deemed guilty and have to prove innocence. I have lost track of how many people I have spoken to that have been convicted of joint enterprise murder and their families, not one of them has informed me that during their trial were they asked if they had a ‘tacit agreement’ or ‘possible foresight that death or serious harm would occur’, let alone what this actually means. Yet the jury have what this means explained to them in great detail (along with all the other legal jargon that is simple inaccessible to ordinary families), they are then asked, via the route to verdict, to deliver a verdict based on the assumption of some form of agreement – this is the foresight element. Seeing as you were never allowed to tackle these issues head on during your defence, your jury can only assume you did have a tacit agreement or possible foresight otherwise you would have spoken out when given the opportunity. This is why joint enterprise is a Prosecutor’s dream and a waking nightmare for the rest of us. The CPS role at the Supreme Court also supports my opinions, because the role they played out to five of our most senior judges in the country was one of explaining what can only be described as the many ways of designing a conviction to suit a crime. They talked for hours on end about tacit agreements and possible foresight. We have heard it all before but disguised in different wording, the so called winks and nods, the knowing looks and nonverbal psychic agreements that occur in the spur of the moment. They appeared to be discussing just how far they could stretch the joint enterprise doctrine to convict whoever they choose, and in the most ludicrous way. In my humble opinion proving just how they have fine-tuned the joint enterprise doctrine to such a frightening degree that Prosecutors can now gain a conviction even when no crime has been committed by the individual in question. This should strike terror in the hearts of everyone. Jan



JENGbA Birmingham/West Midlands Birmingham/West Midlands JENGbA families and supporters meet every last Saturday of the month in the lobby of the Park Inn hotel, located just off Junction 1 of the M5 (West Bromwich), at 10am for a chance for those with loved ones in prison, and other JENGbA supporters, to discuss the progress of their own cases, organise JENGbA activities and to plan further action. Anyone is welcome to attend, with meetings generally lasting between one - one and a half hours. See contact details on the JENGbA website if you wish to contact a member of the Birmingham JENGbA group for further details. Tim Caines attends the Birmingham meetings. Tim served 14years for Joint Enterprise to murder, a crime he did not commit. Tim now shares his story of getting through the prison system and supports people fighting the Joint Enterprise law. NB: Due to the holiday season there will not be a meeting in December, with meetings resuming as normal on Saturday 30th January at 10am



Those of you who might harbour anger to our Muslim brothers and sisters because of Paris put that to one side; it is the same propaganda that got you convicted. Nearly every single name coming in to the campaign lately (now supporting 640 + prisoners) is an Asian or African one – so you have to recognise our allies and friends, JENGbA’s campaign has always recognised that the most marginalised are the most easily targeted. Just as we recognise now that joint enterprise breeds hatred in communities who have lived side by side for decades and allows those who supposedly govern us to justify their racism and disregard of the working class.



Newsletter sponsored by JENGbA Families! This month’s newsletter has been sponsored entirely by



Tim Caines (left) and members of Birmingham JENGbA below



JENGbA families, how amazing are they all? JENGbA requested help for stamps via Social Media and as always our families and supporters rallied round to help! We received a mixture of 1st and 2nd class stamps so some of you may get your newsletter slightly quicker than someone else on your landing but be assured they have all been placed on the envelopes randomly…….no favouritism here!



Pics: Marcia M Spence



Some of our JENGbA families helping to get our newsletter and Christmas cards out



This year particularly we have so many to thank for helping us in our struggle for justice and spreading the word on Joint Enterprise. Apart from our wonderful campaigners, inside and outside, we would like to mention: Trust for London; Centre for Criminal Appeals; Simon Natas ITN Solicitors, Doughty Street Chambers’ Tim Maloney & Jude Bunting; Institute of Race Relations; London Campaign Against State and Police Violence; Prison Reform Trust; Network for Social Change; Esmee Fairbairn; Sheila McKechnie Foundation; Liberty; Sleaford Mods' Invisible Britain; Andy Tiernan and Shona; Colin McKeown & LA Productions; Julia Salasky & CrowdJustice; Universities of Cambridge, Blackburn, Birbeck, Westminster, Manchester, Liverpool, Cardiff; Tunde Okewale Urban Lawyers; Being a Man Festival; Centre for Crime and Justice Studies; unions the CWU and Unison, And special thanks as always go to our wonderful Patrons Lord Herman Ouseley and Mr Jimmy McGovern! Last word goes to a young woman whose innocent cousin is serving a life sentence under JE. At our JENGbA Christmas get together in London we awarded her a small trophy for “Best First Aider”. This is her acceptance speech, which to be honest, had most of us in tears: “I am delighted to receive this award. I am very proud to be part of my JENGbA family. I know we are all in an unjust situation, but in a funny way, if my cousin had never been wrongly convicted of murder, I would never have met such lovely people. Thank you”



Contact Us Write to us at: JENGbA Office A Norland House Queensland Crescent LONDON W11 4TL 07709 115793 or 07725 727520



Visit us on the web at Email: [email protected]
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